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A Brief Look at

41 public libraries
24 academic libraries
18 individual volunteers

850,000+
sessions

A Brief History
of Virtual Reference

We begin 8,000 years ago...
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Guidelines for Behavioral Performance
of Reference and Information Service
Providers

http://www.ala.org/rusa/resources/guidelines/guidelinesbehavioral

"...the librarian's first step in initiating the
reference transaction is to make the patron
feel comfortable in a situation that can be
perceived as intimidating, confusing, or
overwhelming. The librarian’s initial response
in any reference situation sets the tone for
the entire communication process, and
influences the depth and level of interaction."

Make the patron feel comfortable.

Providing library service via chat
technology requires competencies in
both communication skills as well as
reference skills.
~ Miriam Matteson
“A Systematic Review of Research on Live Chat
Service.” Reference & User Services Quarterly.
Winter 2011.

The positive or negative emotions
evoked by the user's interaction with a
service or resource may mean more to
them in the long run than whether they
are able to complete the task they set
out to do.
~ Stephen Francoeur
“Reference Back Talk: Testing,Testing:
Virtual Reference UX” (Library Journal, 6/1/13)

i love when the people ask you
things like "how was your day"
and things like that
~ KIN24x7 patron comment
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Ozzie@Sinclair
Hi, I'm Ozzie, a librarian at Sinclair. Thanks for your question!
Guest
why cant i own a canadian?
Ozzie@Sinclair
Hi.
Guest
Hello
Ozzie@Sinclair
I'm not sure I understand your question.
Ozzie@Sinclair
Can you tell me more?
Guest
I want to know why i can own a canadian slave
Ozzie@Sinclair
It will help me to know if this is for a class assignment. If so,
which class or subject is it for?
Guest
social studies or some <$#%&> like that
Ozzie@Sinclair
I'm happy to help you, but no swearing please. Otherwise, I'll
have to end the session.
Ozzie@Sinclair
The 13th amendment to the U.S. Constitution abolished
slavery. Here's some information on that:
http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/ourdocs/13thamendment.html
Guest
ur that kind of librarian?? How annoying.... well <$#%&> it
Ozzie@Sinclair
Thanks for using our service.
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List of Reasons Transcripts Received Very Poor Rating
from KIN24x7 practicum student study
•Not conducting a reference interview
•Asking closed questions
•Not asking the right questions
•Making assumptions
•Not responding to or acknowledging questions
•Not explaining why sources were sent
•Not managing the chat and expectations
•Not explaining what information could be found
•Trying to convince patrons that they were
looking for different information than they actually
wanted
•Not establishing or maintaining word contact
with the patron
•Not acknowledging or greeting the patron

•Making the patrons ask for information more
than once
•Giving stipulations on how many questions you
will help answer
•Telling a student that he or she could get all of
the information from their class materials
•Using canned messages
•Telling the patron that they were working with
another patron but not coming back to help them
•Not asking if question was completely answered
•Not asking if the patron needed help with
anything else
•Not providing a referral Ignoring requests for
more help

•Not answering questions

•Not providing a closing statement or saying
goodbye

•Not using friendly or conversational tones

•Simply logging off
•Not sending any resources for the patron to
consider
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